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The objectives of the Automotive Stifling Engine (ASE) Development project were to transfer
European Stirling engine technology to the United States and develop an ASE that would
demonstrate a 30% improvement in combined metro-highway fuel economy over a comparable spark
ignition (SI) engine in the same production vehicle. In addition, the ASE should demonstrate the
potential for reduced emissions levels while maintaining the performance characteristics of SI
engines. Mechanical Technology Incorporated (MTI) developed the ASE in an evolutionary manner,
starting with the test and evaluation of an existing stationary Stirling engine and proceeding through
two experimental engine designs: the Mod I and the Mod II. Engine technology development resulted
in elimination of strategic materials, increased power density, higher temperature and efficiency
operation, reduced system complexity, long-life seals, and low-cost manufacturing designs. Mod Ii
engine dynamometer tests demonstrated that the engine system configuration had accomplished its
performance goals for power (60 kW) and efficiency (38.5%) to within a few percent. Tests with the
Mod II installed in a delivery van demonstrated a combined fuel economy improvement consistent
with engine performance goals and the potential for low emissions levels. A modified version of the
Mod II was identified as a manufacturable ASE design for commercial production. In conjunction with
engine technology development, technology transfer proceeded through two ancillary efforts: the
Industry Test and Evaluation Program (ITEP) and the NASA Technology Utilization (TU) project. The
ITEP served to introduce Stirling technology to industry, and the TU project provided vehicle field
demonstrations for thirdparty evaluation in everyday use and accomplished more than 3100 hr and
8,000 miles of field operation. To extend technology transfer beyond the ASE project, a Space Act
Agreement between MTI and NASA-Lewis Research Center allowed utilization of project resources for
additional development work and emissions testing as part of an industry-funded Stirling Natural Gas
Engine program.
The Ringbom engine, an elegant simplification of the Stirling, is increasingly emerging as a viable,
multipurpose engine. Despite its technical elegance, high-speed stable operation capabilities, and
potential as an environment-friendly energy source, the advantages manifest in Ringbom design
have been slowly realized, due in large to part to its often enigmatic operating regime. This book
presents for the first time a clear, tractable mathematical model of the dynamic properties of the
Ringbom, resulting in a theorem that offers a complete characterization of the stable operating mode
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of the engine. The author here details the research leading to the development of the Ringbom and
illustrates theoretical results, engine characteristics, and design principles using data from actual
Ringbom engines. Throughout the book, the author emphasizes an understanding of Ringbom engine
properties through closed form mathematical analysis and lucidly details how his mathematical
derivations apply to real engines. Extensive descriptions of the engine hardware are included to aid
those interested in their construction. Mechanical, electrical, and chemical engineers concerned with
power systems, power generation, energy conservation, solar energy, and low-temperature physics
will find this monograph a comprehensive and technically rich introduction to Stirling Ringbom
engine technology.
This book is about the Stirling engine and its development from the heavy cast-iron machine of the
nineteenth century into the efficient high-speed engine of today. It is not a handbook: it does not tell
the reader how to build a Stirling engine. It is rather the history of a research effort spanning nearly
fifty years, together with an outline of principles, some technical details and descriptions of the more
important engines. No one will dispute the position of Philips as the pioneer of the modern Stirling
engine. Hence the title of the book, hence also the contents, which are confined largely to the Philips
work on the subject. Valuable work has been done elsewhere but this is discussed only marginally in
order to keep the book within a reasonable size. The book is addressed to a wide audience on an
academic level. The first two chapters can be read by the technically interested layman but after that
some engineering background and elementary mathematics are generally necessary.Heat engines
are traditionally the engineer's route to thermodynamics: in this context, the Stirling engine, which is
the simplest of all heat engines, is more suited as a practical example than either the steam engine
or the internal-combustion engine. The book is also addressed to historians of technology, from the
viewpoint of the twentieth century revival of the Stirling engine as well as its nineteenth century
origins.
Small and Micro Combined Heat and Power (CHP) Systems
Popular Science
STIRLING ENGINES Α, Β, Γ, Ringbom, MANSON Engine: 18 Engines You Can Build
Ringbom Stirling Engines
Energy and water development appropriations for 1985
Advanced Design, Performance, Materials and Applications
Process Heat Transfer is a reference on the design and implementation of industrial heat exchangers.
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It provides the background needed to understand and master the commercial software packages used
by professional engineers in the design and analysis of heat exchangers. This book focuses on types of
heat exchangers most widely used by industry: shell-and-tube exchangers (including condensers,
reboilers and vaporizers), air-cooled heat exchangers and double-pipe (hairpin) exchangers. It
provides a substantial introduction to the design of heat exchanger networks using pinch technology,
the most efficient strategy used to achieve optimal recovery of heat in industrial processes. Utilizes
leading commercial software. Get expert HTRI Xchanger Suite guidance, tips and tricks previously
available via high cost professional training sessions. Details the development of initial configuration
for a heat exchanger and how to systematically modify it to obtain an efficient final design. Abundant
case studies and rules of thumb, along with copious software examples, provide a complete library of
reference designs and heuristics for readers to base their own designs on.
For Stirling engines to enjoy widespread application and acceptance, not only must the fundamental
operation of such engines be widely understood, but the requisite analytic tools for the stimulation,
design, evaluation and optimization of Stirling engine hardware must be readily available. The
purpose of this design manual is to provide an introduction to Stirling cycle heat engines, to organize
and identify the available Stirling engine literature, and to identify, organize, evaluate and, in so far
as possible, compare non-proprietary Stirling engine design methodologies. This report was originally
prepared for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the U. S. Department of Energy.
PHYSICS OF Solar Energy Science/Physics/Energy The definitive guide to the science of solar energy
You hold in your hands the first, and only, truly comprehensive guide to the most abundant and most
promising source of alternative energy—solar power. In recent years, all major countries in the world
have been calling for an energy revolution. The renewable energy industry will drive a vigorous
expansion of the global economy and create more “green” jobs. The use of fossil fuels to power our
way of living is moving toward an inevitable end, with sources of coal, petroleum, and natural gas
being fiercely depleted. Solar energy offers a ubiquitous, inexhaustible, clean, and highly efficient way
of meeting the energy needs of the twenty-first century. This book is designed to give the reader a
solid footing in the general and basic physics of solar energy, which will be the basis of research and
development in new solar engineering technologies in the years to come. As solar technologies like
solar cells, solar thermal power generators, solar water heaters, solar photochemistry applications,
and solar space heating-cooling systems become more and more prominent, it has become essential
that the next generation of energy experts—both in academia and industry—have a one-stop resource
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for learning the basics behind the science, applications, and technologies afforded by solar energy.
This book fills that need by laying the groundwork for the projected rapid expansion of future solar
projects.
A Journey in Other Worlds (另外宇宙之旅：未來傳奇)
Physics of Solar Energy
Department of the Interior and related agencies appropriations for 1988
Introduction to Renewable Energy
An Illustrated Guide

Small and micro combined heat and power (CHP) systems are a form of cogeneration technology suitable for domestic
and community buildings, commercial establishments and industrial facilities, as well as local heat networks. One of the
benefits of using cogeneration plant is a vastly improved energy efficiency: in some cases achieving up to 80–90%
systems efficiency, whereas small-scale electricity production is typically at well below 40% efficiency, using the same
amount of fuel. This higher efficiency affords users greater energy security and increased long-term sustainability of
energy resources, while lower overall emissions levels also contribute to an improved environmental performance. Small
and micro combined heat and power (CHP) systems provides a systematic and comprehensive review of the
technological and practical developments of small and micro CHP systems. Part one opens with reviews of small and
micro CHP systems and their techno-economic and performance assessment, as well as their integration into distributed
energy systems and their increasing utilisation of biomass fuels. Part two focuses on the development of different types
of CHP technology, including internal combustion and reciprocating engines, gas turbines and microturbines, Stirling
engines, organic Rankine cycle process and fuel cell systems. Heat-activated cooling (i.e. trigeneration) technologies and
energy storage systems, of importance to the regional/seasonal viability of this technology round out this section. Finally,
part three covers the range of applications of small and micro CHP systems, from residential buildings and district
heating, to commercial buildings and industrial applications, as well as reviewing the market deployment of this important
technology. With its distinguished editor and international team of expert contributors, Small and micro combined heat
and power (CHP) systems is an essential reference work for anyone involved or interested in the design, development,
installation and optimisation of small and micro CHP systems. Reviews small- and micro-CHP systems and their technoeconomic and performance assessment Explores integration into distributed energy systems and their increasing
utilisation of biomass fuels Focuses on the development of different types of CHP technology, including internal
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combustion and reciprocating engines
Reviving a classic tale ahead of its time, this new edition sheds light on one of the most prescient stories in science
fiction. A 19th-century novel looking beyond the present day, the narrative centers on the year 2000, when Earth’s
corporations are using science to improve the quality of life. In an effort to seek out other planets to house the everincreasing human population, the crew of the anti-gravity spaceship Callisto embarks on a trip to Jupiter, Saturn, and
beyond, encountering wild landscapes, dangerous beasts, and ultimately, the destiny of mankind. Conducting a
fascinating tour of outer space, this is an adventure rooted in scientific explanation.
Some 200 years after the original invention, internal design of a Stirling engine has come to be considered a specialist
task, calling for extensive experience and for access to sophisticated computer modelling. The low parts-count of the type
is negated by the complexity of the gas processes by which heat is converted to work. Design is perceived as
problematic largely because those interactions are neither intuitively evident, nor capable of being made visible by
laboratory experiment. There can be little doubt that the situation stands in the way of wider application of this elegant
concept. Stirling Cycle Engines re-visits the design challenge, doing so in three stages. Firstly, unrealistic expectations
are dispelled: chasing the Carnot efficiency is a guarantee of disappointment, since the Stirling engine has no such
pretentions. Secondly, no matter how complex the gas processes, they embody a degree of intrinsic similarity from
engine to engine. Suitably exploited, this means that a single computation serves for an infinite number of design
conditions. Thirdly, guidelines resulting from the new approach are condensed to high-resolution design charts –
nomograms. Appropriately designed, the Stirling engine promises high thermal efficiency, quiet operation and the ability
to operate from a wide range of heat sources. Stirling Cycle Engines offers tools for expediting feasibility studies and for
easing the task of designing for a novel application. Key features: Expectations are re-set to realistic goals. The
formulation throughout highlights what the thermodynamic processes of different engines have in common rather than
what distinguishes them. Design by scaling is extended, corroborated, reduced to the use of charts and fully Illustrated.
Results of extensive computer modelling are condensed down to high-resolution Nomograms. Worked examples feature
throughout. Prime movers (and coolers) operating on the Stirling cycle are of increasing interest to industry, the military
(stealth submarines) and space agencies. Stirling Cycle Engines fills a gap in the technical literature and is a
comprehensive manual for researchers and practitioners. In particular, it will support effort world-wide to exploit potential
for such applications as small-scale CHP (combined heat and power), solar energy conversion and utilization of lowgrade heat.
hearings before a subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives, Ninety-ninth Congress,
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first session
Assessment of Fuel Economy Technologies for Light-Duty Vehicles
50 Green Projects for the Evil Genius
Stirling and Hot Air Engines
No distinctive title
Stirling Engine Design Manual
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their world. The core belief
that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving
forces that will help make it better.
The Regenerator and the Stirling Engine examines the basic scientific and engineering principles of the Regenerator and
the Stirling engine. Drawing upon his own research and collaboration with engine developers, Allan J Organ offers
solutions to many of the problems which have prevented these engines operating at the levels of efficiency of which they
are theoretically capable. The Regenerator and the Stirling Engine offers practising engineers and designers specific
guidelines for building in optimum thermodynamic performance at the design stage. COMPLETE CONTENTS: Bridging
the gap The Stirling cycle Heat transfer – and the price Similarity and scaling; Energetic similarity In support of similarity
Hausen revised Connectivity and thermal shorting Real particle trajectories – natural co-ordinates The Stirling
regenerator The Ritz rotary regenerator Compressibility effects Regenerator flow impedance Complex admittance –
experimental corroboration Steady-flow Cf–Nre correlations inferred from linear-wave analysis Optimization Part I:
without the computer Optimization Part II: cyclic steady state Elements of combustion Design study Hobbyhorse Origins
Appendices
Three LTD Stirling Engines You Can Build Without a Machine ShopAn Illustrated GuideCreatespace Independent Pub
Live Steam
Principles, Applications and Rules of Thumb
Miniature Ringbom Engines
Island in the Sea of Time
Liquid Piston Stirling Engines
Department of the Interior and related agencies appropriations for 1986
Various combinations of commercially available technologies could greatly reduce fuel consumption in passenger cars, sport-utility vehicles,
minivans, and other light-duty vehicles without compromising vehicle performance or safety. Assessment of Technologies for Improving Light
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Duty Vehicle Fuel Economy estimates the potential fuel savings and costs to consumers of available technology combinations for three types
of engines: spark-ignition gasoline, compression-ignition diesel, and hybrid. According to its estimates, adopting the full combination of
improved technologies in medium and large cars and pickup trucks with spark-ignition engines could reduce fuel consumption by 29 percent
at an additional cost of $2,200 to the consumer. Replacing spark-ignition engines with diesel engines and components would yield fuel
savings of about 37 percent at an added cost of approximately $5,900 per vehicle, and replacing spark-ignition engines with hybrid engines
and components would reduce fuel consumption by 43 percent at an increase of $6,000 per vehicle. The book focuses on fuel
consumption--the amount of fuel consumed in a given driving distance--because energy savings are directly related to the amount of fuel
used. In contrast, fuel economy measures how far a vehicle will travel with a gallon of fuel. Because fuel consumption data indicate money
saved on fuel purchases and reductions in carbon dioxide emissions, the book finds that vehicle stickers should provide consumers with fuel
consumption data in addition to fuel economy information.
Here is everything you need to know to build your own low temperature differential (LTD) Stirling engines without a machine shop. These
efficient hot air engines will run while sitting on a cup of hot water, and can be fine-tuned to run from the heat of a warm hand. Four engine
projects are included. Each project includes a parts list, detailed drawings, and illustrated step-by-step assembly instructions. The parts and
materials needed for these projects are easily obtained from local hardware stores and model shops, or ordered online. Jim Larsen's
innovative approach to Stirling engine design helps you achieve success while keeping costs low. All of the engines described in this book
are based on a conventional pancake style LTD Stirling engine format. These projects introduce the use of Teflon tubing as an alternative to
expensive ball bearings. An entire chapter is devoted to the research and testing of various materials for hand crafted bearings. The plans in
this book are detailed and complete. This collection of engine designs is a stand-alone companion to Jim Larsen's first book, "Three LTD
Stirling Engines You Can Build Without a Machine Shop."
“Utterly engaging...a page-turner that is certain to win the author legions of new readers and fans.”—George R. R. Martin, author of A Game
of Thrones It's spring on Nantucket and everything is perfectly normal, until a sudden storm blankets the entire island. When the weather
clears, the island's inhabitants find that they are no longer in the late twentieth century...but have been transported instead to the Bronze Age!
Now they must learn to survive with suspicious, warlike peoples they can barely understand and deal with impending disaster, in the shape of
a would-be conqueror from their own time.
1982 DOE Authorization
hearings before a subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives, Ninety-eighth Congress, second session
Three LTD Stirling Engines You Can Build Without a Machine Shop
The Philips Stirling Engine
An Introduction to Low Temperature Differential Stirling Engines
Modern Engineering Thermodynamics

This book provides invaluable and detailed information on building and optimizing Stirling engines. It's clear
organization and the clarity of explanations and instructions have made the original Italian language version of this
book a huge success with Stirling Engine enthusiasts. All 260 pages are printed entirely in color and contain a large
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number of photos and illustrations. 18 of the authors' miniature engines are presented, each with a technical
description, geometric characteristics and performance data, photos, and engine technical data sheets. "Excel" files
for the necessary calculations can be obtained free of charge by sending an e-mail to the author. These were created
by the author for each type of engines, namely Stirling Alpha, Beta, range engines, Ringbom (vertical and horizontal
cylinder) and Manson. These make it easy to both design an engine and optimize it; these calculations include all
engine volumes, both functional and "dead". The text is organized so it can be understood by readers with varying
degrees of knowledge: to facilitate reading, we have grouped the mathematical notes that are not essential for initial
understanding at the end of the relevant chapters. The basic thermodynamic concepts are explained in these notes.
The text concerns two engines types: the Stirling (including the Ringbom model, which is the best known), and the
Manson, sometimes called the Ruppel engine. There are similarities between the two theoretical cycles used in
each; in one respect, however, they differ considerably: the cycle used in a Stirling engine produces mechanical
energy by utilizing a gas that is hermetically sealed inside; in fact, the seal is not perfect: some inevitable minor
losses occur. In contrast, the Manson is not a closed cycle. The engine that uses the Stirling cycle can be made in
three configurations, generally called Alfa, Beta, Gamma, in addition to a fourth, the Ringbom type, in which the
displacer is "free", i.e. not connected to the crank mechanism. An important consideration for the Beta and Gamma
types is the optimization of output power by establishing the correct ratio between the volume of the displacer and
the volume of the working cylinder, factoring different temperatures. Efficiency is calculated and examined. The
book begins with the Gamma type, which is the easiest to understand, then the remaining Alfa, Beta and Ringbom
types, the latter a "free-piston" engine, and concludes with the Manson type.
This 2007 book presents a developed general conceptual and basic quantitative analysis as well as the theory of
mechanical efficiency of heat engines that a level of ideality and generality compatible with the treatment given to
thermal efficiency in classical thermodynamics. This yields broad bearing results concerning the overall cyclic
conversion of heat into usable mechanical energy. The work reveals intrinsic limits on the overall performance of
reciprocating heat engines. The theory describes the general effects of parameters such as compression ratio and
external or buffer pressure on engine output. It also provides rational explanations of certain operational
characteristics such as how engines generally behave when supercharged or pressurized. The results also identify
optimum geometric configurations for engines operating in various regimes from isothermal to adiabatic and are
extended to cover multi-workspace engines and heat pumps. Limited heat transfer due to finite-time effects have
also been incorporated into the work.
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As the world population grows and places more demand on limited fossil fuels, renewable energy becomes more
relevant as part of the solution to the impending energy dilemma. Renewable energy is now included in national
policies, with goals for it to be a significant percentage of generated energy within the coming decades. A
comprehensive overview, Introduction to Renewable Energy explores how we can use the sun, wind, biomass,
geothermal resources, and water to generate more sustainable energy. Taking a multidisciplinary approach, the
book integrates economic, social, environmental, policy, and engineering issues related to renewable energy. It
explains the fundamentals of energy, including the transfer of energy, as well as the limitations of natural resources.
Starting with solar power, the text illustrates how energy from the sun is transferred and stored; used for heating,
cooling, and lighting; collected and concentrated; and converted into electricity. A chapter describes residential
power usage—including underground and off-grid homes—and houses that are designed to use energy more
efficiently or to be completely self-sufficient. Other chapters cover wind power; bioenergy, including biofuel; and
geothermal heat pumps; as well as hydro, tidal, and ocean energy. Describing storage as a billion-dollar idea, the
book discusses the challenges of storing energy and gives an overview of technologies from flywheels to batteries. It
also examines institutional issues such as environmental regulations, incentives, infrastructure, and social costs and
benefits. Emphasizing the concept of life-cycle cost, the book analyzes the costs associated with different sources of
energy. With recommendations for further reading, formulas, case studies, and extensive use of figures and
diagrams, this textbook is suitable for undergraduates in Renewable Energy courses as well as for non-specialists
seeking an introduction to renewable energy. Pedagogical Features: End-of-chapter problems Numerous case
studies More than 150 figures and illustrations A solutions manual is available upon qualifying course adoption
The Regenerator and the Stirling Engine
Designing and Building Experimental Model Stirling Engines
Engines You Can Build
Free Piston Stirling Engines
Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Transportation, Aviation, and Materials of the Committee on Science and
Technology, U.S. House of Representatives, Ninety-seventh Congress, First Session, March 11, 12, 1981
Steam and Sterling
DEFINITION AND NOMENCLATURE A Stirling engine is a mechanical device which operates on a closed
regenerative thermodynamic cycle with cyclic compression and expansion of the working fluid at different
temperature levels. The flow of working fluid is controlled only by the internal volume changes, there are no
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valves and, overall, there is a net conversion of heat to work or vice-versa. This generalized definition embraces
a large family of machines with different functions; characteristics and configurations. It includes both rotary
and reciprocating systems utilizing mechanisms of varying complexity. It covers machines capable of operating
as a prime mover or power system converting heat supplied at high tempera ture to output work and waste heat
at a lower temperature. It also covers work-consuming machines used as refrigerating systems and heat pumps
abstracting heat from a low temperature source and delivering this plus the heat equivalent of the work
consumed to a higher tem perature. Finally it covers work-consuming devices used as pressure generators
compressing a fluid from a low pressure to a higher pres sure. Very similar machines exist which operate on an
open regen erative cycle where the flow of working fluid is controlled by valves. For convenience these may be
called Ericsson engines but unfortunate ly the distinction is not widely established and regenerative machines of
both types are frequently called 'Stirling engines'.
A guide to the next great wave of technology—an era of objects so programmable that they can be regarded as
material instantiations of an immaterial system.
My history with stirling engines. -- A brief history of stirling engines. -- The stirling engine explained. -- What
makes a good striling engine? -- Working with aluminum. -- Working with acrylic. -- Thermoforming vinyl. -- Tools
needed for these projects. -- Engine #1 - the reciprocating stirling engine. -- Engine #2 - horizontal flywheel
magnetic drive stirling engine. -- Engine #3 - vertical flywheel magnetic drive stirling engine. -- Appendices.
The Motor
Mechanical Efficiency of Heat Engines
Process Heat Transfer
Hearings, Ninety-third Congress, First Session, on S. 1055 ... S. 1903 ...
Automotive Stirling Engine Development Project
Automotive Research and Development and Fuel Economy, Hearings..., 93-1, on S.1055..., S.1903..., May 3, 4,
14; June 8, 14, and 21, 1973

Modern Engineering Thermodynamics is designed for use in a standard two-semester engineering thermodynamics
course sequence. The first half of the text contains material suitable for a basic Thermodynamics course taken by
engineers from all majors. The second half of the text is suitable for an Applied Thermodynamics course in mechanical
engineering programs. The text has numerous features that are unique among engineering textbooks, including historical
vignettes, critical thinking boxes, and case studies. All are designed to bring real engineering applications into a subject
that can be somewhat abstract and mathematical. Over 200 worked examples and more than 1,300 end of chapter
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problems provide opportunities to practice solving problems related to concepts in the text. Provides the reader with clear
presentations of the fundamental principles of basic and applied engineering thermodynamics. Helps students develop
engineering problem solving skills through the use of structured problem-solving techniques. Introduces the Second Law
of Thermodynamics through a basic entropy concept, providing students a more intuitive understanding of this key
course topic. Covers Property Values before the First Law of Thermodynamics to ensure students have a firm
understanding of property data before using them. Over 200 worked examples and more than 1,300 end of chapter
problems offer students extensive opportunity to practice solving problems. Historical Vignettes, Critical Thinking boxes
and Case Studies throughout the book help relate abstract concepts to actual engineering applications. For greater
instructor flexibility at exam time, thermodynamic tables are provided in a separate accompanying booklet. Available
online testing and assessment component helps students assess their knowledge of the topics. Email
textbooks@elsevier.com for details.
50 Ways to Be a Green Evil Genius! Who knew being environmentally conscious would ever be considered evil? With 50
Green Projects for the Evil Genius, you'll have wicked fun while reducing your impact on the planet and saving money.
Using easy-to-find parts and tools, this do-it-yourself guide offers a wide variety of environmentally focused projects you
can accomplish on your own. Topics covered include transportation, alternative fuels, solar, wind, and hydro power,
home insulation, construction, and more. The projects in this unique guide range from easy to more complex and are
designed to optimize your time and simplify your life! 50 Green Projects for the Evil Genius: Features step-by-step
instructions for 50 environmentally friendly projects, complete with helpful illustrations Shows you how to design, build,
and install your creations Allows you to customize each project for your purposes Removes the frustration factor-all
required parts are listed, along with sources 50 Green Projects for the Evil Genius provides you with all the plans and
schematics you need to: Dramatically improve the fuel efficiency of your car Insulate the windows in your home Build a
worm compost bin Audit your appliances with an energy meter Build a water purifier Set up a rainwater collection system
Create a solar water heater Construct a homopolar motor Assemble a solar module from PV cells Create a wind turbine
Assemble your own weather-protected human-powered vehicle Convert your car to biodiesel Build a contained
composite structure And more
Hot air engines, often called Stirling engines, are among the most interesting and intriguing engines ever to be designed.
They run on just about any fuel, from salad oil and hydrogen to solar and geothermal energy. They produce a rotary
motion that can be used to power anything, from boats and buggies to fridges and fans. This book demonstrates how to
design, build, and optimise Stirling engines. A broad selection of Roy’s engines is described, giving a valuable insight into
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the many different types and a great deal of information relating to the home manufacture of these engines is included in
the workshop section.
Stirling Cycle Engine Analysis,
Inner Workings and Design
Department of the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1990
Stirling Cycle Engines
hearings before a subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives, One hundredth
Congress, first session
Automotive Research and Development and Fuel Economy
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